Monroe Campus Leadership books with authors:

“You don’t need a title to be a leader” – Mark Sanborn
“The power of persuasion – how we are bought and sold”- Robert Levine
“The 8th Habit: from effectiveness to greatness” – Stephen R. Covey
“Principle – Centered Leadership- Audio Cassette Seminar” – Stephen R. Covey
“The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People” – Stephen R. Covey
“The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People” – Stephen R. Covey
“Road to Purpose” – Kenneth E. Behring
“Strengths Based Leadership” – Tom Rath and Barr Conchre
“Harnessing the Power of Conflict: Leading, Living, Learning” – Norman C. Dasenbrook, MS, LCPC and Michael D. Mastroianni, MAT
“Delegation Skills” – Bruce B. Tepper
“Empowerment Takes more than a minute” – Ken Blanchard
“Interpersonal Skills for Leadership” – Susan Fritz
“Common Purpose: How Great Leaders Get Organizations to achieve the extraordinary” – Joel Kurtzman
“Tribal Leadership: Leveraging Natural Groups to Build a Thriving Organization” – Dave Logan
“Multipliers: How the Best Leaders Make Everyone Smarter” – Liz Wiseman
“The Five Dysfunctions of a Team – A Leadership fable’ – Patrick Lencioni
“Radical Trust: How Today’s Great Leaders Convert People to Partners” – Joe Healey
“Leading outside the lines: how to mobilize the (in) formal organization, Energize your team and get better results” – John Katzenbach
“The five tempations of a CEO – A leadership fable” – Patrick Lencioni